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It’s summer 2019. I had recently moved to

Peoria, Arizona and something was stirring

in me. I knew it was time...time I increased

my capacity of caring about the issues

plaguing America. But where to begin? 

I decided, if I was going to get involved in

politics, I would let the side I knew I

disagreed with the most go first. 

Plopping down at the dining room table, I

braced myself for what I might hear over

the next several hours. I opened the laptop,

signed into a social media application and

tuned in to my first Democratic debate. 

Political Conversion:
My Awakening
A  Narrat i ve  by  Tiffany  Benson

For years, I avoided politics as I

perceived it to be a demented

shell game played by the rich

and morally bankrupt (I was

right). I  was convinced that

processing political jargon

required a level of brain power

I hadn't tapped into. So, I held

to a personal standard of not

complaining or expressing

uneducated opinions (I still

hold to this). 

As I watched the opening

monologue and testimonials, I

studied the smiling faces of

anchors and commentators. I

knew nothing about their work

in broadcasting and I was

clueless to any ulterior motives

of deception. I  had no concept

of fake news, just a general

disposition to doubt everything

I heard.

After a while, I skipped to the

main event. The stage was full

of maniacal characters who

made grandiose speeches and

idiotic pledges - it was a total

freakshow.
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I listened as intelligent fools described their plan for a better America -

basically summed up in three words: Beat Donald Trump. 

Rather than pass judgment, I kept listening. I didn't get far before I felt my

blood pressure rising. I paused the video, my heart racing, I was ticked!

Fuming, I said aloud, “Wait! You mean to tell me I’m supposed to vote for

you because I’m black, I’m a woman, and I have student loan debt!? What kind of

trash is that!? This is what Democrats have to say to their constituents!? And

people actually vote for this stuff!?”

Of course, at this point, I was unfamiliar with the term “identity politics.” I

only knew I'd just experienced a psychological assault of epic proportions.

Thus, I instantly acquired the brain power to process political jargon. As an

untrained political observer, I thank God I was able to see the shady

propaganda for what it is.

Despite the nonsense, I finished the debate (with lots of pausing and colorful

commentary). In fact, by the end of the summer, I watched three Democratic

debates. I was wrecked with anxiety as I dug deep into research on socialism

and communism. I watched several reports and documentaries on the people of

Venezuela, the Chinese Communist Party and other authoritarian regimes. 

Left to right: Sen. Bernie Sanders (I/D-NY); VP Joe Biden (D-DE); Sen. Elizabeth Warren (D-MA); Mayor Pete Buttigieg (D-IN) -
Four of the most ridiculous people in America.
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I also started watching Fox News to counterbalance all the leftist garbage. But

after several months of right-wing commentaries from the Trump-train

talking heads, I knew I had to get out of the mainstream. What Americans

called "news" was nothing more than a steaming pile of shit. I was desperate

for facts, evidence and practical knowledge. I eventually ditched the bozos at

Fox (save a little Hannity and Tucker from time to time) and searched for

non-partisan/independent, conservative journalism (a couple of my go-tos

are Epoch Times, NTD News and Flashpoint, for a prophetic perspective).

Debates on college campuses and on the streets of America left me

flabbergasted. Millennials (30-somethings) and Centennials (20-somethings)

knew nothing of socialism or communism and they didn't care to combat

their ignorance! Fewer in younger age brackets knew the truth about

America's founding and its position as a leader of the free world. I couldn't

believe how many people rejected statistics and factual information. 
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Me in Downtown Phoenix at my first Trump
rally (July 2021)

After hearing a "political sermon" in 2018, I

recall standing in a voting booth for the

first time. I didn't know what I was doing,

Googling and scrambling to get to know

candidates in 30 seconds or less. At least, I

helped elect Sen. Josh Hawley before

leaving Missouri. I finally did something

besides pray. I embarked on a journey to

do my part in saving America.

When I moved to Arizona, I felt I should

register as nonpartisan, listen to both sides

on the issues, and cast my vote for the

candidates with policies that aligned

closest to the Bible. For me, there's no

separating God from politics. If Jesus cares

about this people planet, then so do I. 

I'm unashamed to say, I cast my first vote in a presidential race in 2020 and I

have no regrets about my decision. Yes, I voted for Donald J. Trump.
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NOVEMBER 3, 2020
H O W  T H E  L E F T  S T O L E  A M E R I C A ,  A N D  T H E  R I G H T  H E L P E D
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"A significant victory," Chris Wallace said. This is the
night Fox News lost the trust of their Republican /
conservative viewers.

Excitement to participate in my

first presidential election led me

to take off a few hours  on the

morning of Oct. 7, 2020. 

As I stood in line outside the

precinct, a local reporter

approached me to ask a few

questions. The conversation went

something like this:

Reporter: Why did you decide to

come in-person instead of voting

by mail? 

Me: It’s my first time voting in a

presidential election and I wanted

to get the full experience.

Reporter: Do you not trust the

U.S. postal service?

Me: Sure, I do. When I started a

new job, they delivered my

paychecks before direct deposit.

Reporter: What do you think

about Trump replacing RBG?

Me: If he's broken no laws and it's

for the good of the country, then I

say he did the right thing by

appointing ACB when he did.

Reporter: Do you think enough people

will turn out to swing the election in

Trump’s direction?

Me: I don’t know. God is in control. I’m

just here to do my part.

Reporter: Do you believe what Trump is

saying about the potential for massive

fraud in the election?

Me: I think it’s a matter of perception. If

you believe there’s no fraud, then you

won’t see fraud. If you believe there is

fraud then you’ll see it.

Reporter: (nodding) Who are you voting

for today?

Me: Oh, I'm voting for Trump.
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That's why the participants want

the secret history of the 2020

election told, even though it

sounds like a paranoid fever

dream - a well-funded cabal of

powerful people, ranging across

industries and ideologies,

working together behind the

scenes to influence perceptions,

change rules and laws, steer

media coverage and control the

flow of information. They were

not rigging the election; they

were fortifying it.

Cover of TIME Magazine  February 4, 2021 -Molly Ball, TIMES National Political
Correspondent; p. 5

Here is my response to TIME Magazine's The Secret History of the Shadow
Campaign That Saved the 2020 Election by Molly Ball. My analysis barely
scratches the surface of probably the biggest political crime in American
history. Read the article: https://time.com/5936036/secret-2020-election-
campaign/

This piece can only be described as a braggadocios exposé of the political left's -
and quite frankly, part of the right's - playbook for the 2020 election. The
audacious 25 pages provides meticulous details leading up to and surrounding
the event. You have to read it for yourself to believe the left would publish their
blueprint for ousting Donald Trump.

Ball said, "To the President, something felt amiss. 'It was all very strange,'
Trump said on Dec. 2. 'Within days after the election, we witnessed an
orchestrated effort to anoint the winner, even while many key states were still
being counted.' In a way, Trump was right. There was a conspiracy unfolding
behind the scenes, one that both curtailed the protests and coordinated the
resistance from CEOs. Both surprises were the result of an informal alliance
between left-wing activists and business titans."  

The narrative was stacked so well against Trump, there wasn't a strategy or a
prayer to overcome this grand scheme. Of course, I believe in the power of
prayer, but Christians and patriots have to admit we had no idea what level of
wickedness Trump was dealing with. The swamp was deeper than imaginable.

_
_
_
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Ball again, "The scenario the
shadow campaigners were
desperate to stop was not a
Trump victory. It was an
election so calamitous that
no result could be discerned
at all, a failure of the central
act of democratic self-
governance that has been a
hallmark of America since its
founding. Their work
touched every aspect of the
election. They got states to 

I'll be bold and suggest: if Trump were in office it wouldn't be as good for
America as some believe. God saved us by allowing Trump to be cheated out of
office. Stay with me here. Think: four more years of mayhem and anarchy in
every major city. Four more years of "Russian collusion" and impeachments.
Four more years of greedy, two-faced RINOs comfortably hiding behind (and
doing business with) radical Democrats. 

Still with me? Consider Trump would be in the White House up against a
Democrat majority in the House and Senate. He would be forced to sign
executive orders in lieu of congressional sessions. Massive fraud would be
buried beneath the narrative of Trump using the Executive Branch to set up a
totalitarian system. Everyone on the left would be screaming for nasty Pelosi
and upchuck Schumer to "do something [drastic] to preserve our democracy!" 

And then, after those 4 years, this same shadow campaign would've been
deployed to secure a permanent victory for Democrats. With unhindered
power in all branches of government, there would be no audits, SCOTUS
would be packed, every church would be in danger of extinction (Trump
prophesies of a second term fulfilled), and the country is as good as dead
heading toward a civil war. America would have been catapulted into a full-
blown communist nation on Inauguration Day 2024. 

It is absolutely gut wrenching to watch frauds ruin our nation. But the shadow
campaign was like a gift to naive Christians and conservatives who put their
faith in one man, in the Republican Party and in our economy. Now is the time
to do 2 Chronicles 7:14. God is extending undeserved mercy to a society that
murders the unborn, practices paganism and idolatry, and indulges in sex and
violence. America deserves death. Yet, He is granting an  opportunity to repent
and be restored. Our faith and hope should be in Jesus Christ alone.

Containers of ballots produced after observers are sent home.
(Fulton County, GA)

change voting systems and laws and helped secure hundreds of millions of
public and private funding." 6



On the evening of Nov. 3, Trump led in many counties and battleground
territories. He was about exceed the 270 electoral college votes required to win
the presidency. Patrons were still in line waiting for their private moment in a
booth. It was a sure victory. Suddenly, a simultaneous stop in counting
(reported as a "pause") happened in key states.

Fox News made CNN look like child's play when it called Arizona for Biden,
creating a domino affect and leading the charge of false narratives. While the
election was in limbo, Biden was unanimously addressed as "President-elect" by
mainstream media. Even the right's newfound darling, Newsmax, fell prey to
corporate talking points. They curbed narratives to avoid lawsuits and censored
patriots like Mike Lindell. Biden's victory was packaged in bipartisan talking
points - so, you could watch your favorite anchor tell the story. 

It's hard to locate that footage of suitcases and boxes of ballots being delivered
in the middle of the night. Gone are the stories of Republican and nonpartisan
poll watches bullied and forced out of counting rooms. Besides Lindell and
other data geeks, there are no mainstream reports on the spiked charts that
reveal mathematically impossible election results. 

When Ball said, "a failure of the central act of democratic self-governance", she
meant, "Look what you made us do!" The left's campaign against Trump wasn't
enough to stop the majority of Americans from voting for him. We still
believed in Trump. We loved that he was a failed politician, who kept promises,
told the truth and refused to take bribes. His policies enriched many and
restored constitutional authorities back to We The People. The left had no
choice but cheat because...democracy.

Poll workers block  the public from viewing the ballot
count. (Philadelphia, PA)

globalism. The other party saw a payday delayed four years, with more
foreign deals going down the drain. Trump was not intimidated by the left,
and he was too rogue for the establishment right. They all wanted him gone. 

It's time for Americans to stop fighting each other and unify to push back
against a tyrannical federal government. There is no longer a "lesser of two
evils." There's just evil...God help us.

Ball continued, "The chief
difference between the U.S. and
countries who lost their grip on
democracy, was that America's
decentralized election system
couldn't be rigged in one fell
swoop. That presented an
opportunity to shore it up."

Democrats and Republicans are
equally responsible for the current
state of our nation. One party stole
America for power, control and
dreams of Lady Liberty bowing to
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Did President Trump lead a failed
revolution of white supremacists and
Christian nationalists on the morning of
Jan. 6? Were gun-less Trump supporters
able to storm the Capitol and cause more
mayhem, death and destruction than an
entire summer of race riots? Should a
9/11-style commission be assembled to
unveil and publicly shame far-right
insurrectionists?

- OR - 

Was all this set up by Trump and special
ops? Now that evidence is in hand, via
Pelosi's laptop, will tribunals start soon?
Are the Obamas and Clintons first in line
for execution? Are more treasonous
suspects awaiting trial at Guantanamo
Bay? While Biden's WH appearances are
done via greenscreen technology, is
Trump spearheading a shadow
government? Will a military coup help
him take back the presidency any day
now?

Things that make you go, "Hmm..." 

What do you think?



I love and would not intentionally offend anyone who believes either of these theories.
However, both narratives, prophesies or whatever, are not what's truly taking place in
America. Something nefarious and vile has crept into our nation, rearing it's ugly head
in more than one generation. 

Oh, the attack on the Capitol was planned to be sure, but the "special forces" among the
crowds were not sent by Trump or Q or whoever. The violent ones were working on
behalf of a satanic political system called communism. What we saw were well-
organized, well-trained, radicalized communist agitators. Not as exciting of a theory,
but more of a threat than any other.

The "insurrection" was the final blow to Trump's
campaign. The scheme would also enable leftist
politicians to forever brand Republican, conservative
and Christian voters as traitors of democracy. If leftist
mainstream media is your source of news, then you're
glad Trump is gone. He was tearing the country apart,
selling us out to foreign nations, abusing power and
threatening to use martial law to remain in office.

Aren't you tired of false narratives?  

Agitation is a method that "generally focuses on one
event, and one contradiction, [seeking] to make a single
idea powerfully clear to broad numbers of people,"
according to Marixist.org. Agitation pairs well with
propaganda (media), but is more effective in execution. 

On Jan. 6, under the guise of peaceful protestors, these
agitators mixed in with crowds of Trump supporters.
They wore MAGA hats and they waved their own
American flags and Trump flags. They vandalized the
Capitol and stalled the electoral college debate session. 

"Only timely, revolutionary agitation can clear the
smoke and point the finger at its source..." Maxist.org.  

The city mayor enforced a curfew, legitimate protesters
had to leave D.C. immediately or risk spending a night
in jail. Congress resumed without further incident,
objections based on fraud evidence were muted and
senators who planned to object to certification flaked in
false humility. And Pence? That's another story. On the
morning of Jan. 7, We The People found out that Biden
was the 46th President of the United States. 

Agitators had successfully completed their mission. All
fingers of insurrection pointed to Trump and his
supporters.
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One BLM activist was identified
and charged with storming the
Capitol. I say this young, dumb
punk was a "scapegoat" put forward
to satisfy any probes into a
premeditated attack from the left.
Marxist training is coordinated,
agitators don't work alone.

This infiltration deceived even the
most diehard Trump supporters.
Some conservative commentators
were so spooked they actually
blamed supporters for defaming
the right's peaceful movement.
Leftist talking points dominated
right-wing airways for days.

Trump's social media accounts were cancelled, whistleblowers were censored and
recorded footage contradicting mainstream narratives was scrubbed from public forums.
But inquiring minds still want to know: Why wasn't the national guard deployed? Why
was law enforcement so shorthanded that day? Were Capitol police really removing
barricades and waving people inside? What about the analysis that marked the breach
sometime before noon while Trump's speech didn't wrap up until after one pm? Isn't D.C.
under 24-hour surveillance? Where is the security footage? Yes, Pelosi, we need a
commission to investigate all that!

Of course, not only trained Marxists breached the Capitol. Pesky, tax paying patriots
declared it to be The People's House as they walked through - allowed by security and
against their own better judgment. Aside from agitators and foolish vandals, nothing was
burned or looted and no congressmen were harmed. Despite insane narratives, only one
wrongful death occurred. Sadly, the murder of unarmed veteran, Ashli BAbbot, will never
be properly  investigated. And several right-wing activists are still being held without trial.

Elected officials have taxed us to
broke and sold us out to foreign
nations. They are partnering with
communist regimes to destroy our
free society. They encourage the
serial raping and molestation of
children via open borders and sex
education. They legislate violence
and defund police forces. And
now, with the help of radical,
brainwashed reprobates, they've
stolen our country.
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These Trump supporters are hardly insurrectionists. They likely
followed agitators inside to look around. Anyone curious enough
would have done the same thing.
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LAB LEAK, LOCKDOWNS & COVER-UPS

POLITICAL PANDEMIC

It wasn't the virus that broken
down the American people's psyche
- it was fear. The fear of sickness

and the fear of death caused many
to isolate themselves. This same

fear, along with an onset of severe
psychosis, is enabling the

government to permanently mask
the nation and forcefully inject
experimental junk into bodies -
This is communist healthcare.

The medical community has

permanently lost credibility and

respect from world

populations.

 

 The CDC, WHO and NIH are no

longer worthy of our trust as

individuals, communities and

nations.

 

Covid-19 is a biological weapon

- manipulated and intelligently

engineered to invade human cells

and cause multisystem failure.

Vaccination increases its ability

to adapt and generate variants.

 

This virus was funded, in part, by

Dr. Anthony Fauci - the primary

White House medical staff

advisor. 

The lab leak theory is supported by the Wuhan Institute
of Virology's proximity to ground zero and its level-4 lab
research into bat coronaviruses. These facts were
censored in 2020 but are currently making rounds in the
mainstream. A blackout of honest information and a loss
of journalistic integrity have left America handicapped in
its efforts to manage a medical crisis - a crisis we now
know was manufactured in communist China. Page 11



After a year and a half of lockdowns, mask mandates, a stalled economy,
isolation and death, the American government has failed to provide the
public with well-deserved answers. The Biden Administration's
investigation into the origins of Covid-19 concluded after the Chinese
Communist Party blocked a forensic probe into Wuhan Laboratories. 

Read the unclassified statement: https://www.courthousenews.com/wp-
content/uploads/2021/08/covid-origin-report.pdf.

Instead of a full report showing what steps and measures were taken,
we've been provided less than two pages of willfully ignorant hypotheses,
part of which says, "We judge the virus was not developed as a biological
weapon. Most agencies also assess with confidence that [Covid-19]
probably was not genetically engineered." 

According to Courthousenews.com, "While the U.S. intelligence
community continues to back the idea that the initial Covid-19 exposure
happened either through contact with an infected animal or via a
laboratory accident, it could not say with certainty which incident was
more plausible."

The joke is on them if they really think sensible, Constitutional
Americans will indefinitely live in lockdown or comply with mask
mandates. Anyone with knowledge of the truth will fight against the
enforcement of experimental vaccines. No one in their right mind is still
listening to the advice of Dr. Anthony Fauci. Those with common sense
will not continue to distance themselves from friends and loved ones.
Only brainwashed sheep consider unvaccinated people a bodily threat. 

Yet, if the federal government can get all 50 states to comply and
associate vaccination and masks with good behavior, Americans would
(unknowingly) agree to other Covid-19 "safety" legislation. Each new bill
would erode constitutional freedoms, ostracize nonconformists,
eliminate religious rights and give politicians more control over daily
life. Thus far, the boiling frog metaphor appears to be working on many
citizens.

Since those in power refuse to let any serious scientific or personal health
discussions take place in the public sphere, Americans are left with two
choices: comply with the communist takeover or prepare for civil war. 
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After Words
The greatest threat to 

the United States of America
 

Identifying and Rebelling 
Against Communism

Something wicked this way comes and many Americans have no clue.
The times we're living in require a serious level of spiritual discernment.
Otherwise, you will not see through the lies cleverly disguised as social
justice, equity, equality and safety guidelines. 

This is the propaganda of the new world order. Call it a conspiracy if
you’d like, but I don’t believe there are any conspiracies or coincidences
about the fall of western civilizations. 

Watch Yuri Bezmenov explain the four stages of ideological subversion.
Listen closely to Bezmenov’s history at the beginning of the video as his
experiences lend to his credibility. This breakdown can help Americans
understand how communism is achieved through unrestricted
psychological warfare.  

https://youtu.be/0fx1BYwCwCI

https://youtu.be/0fx1BYwCwCI


Bezmenov describes the purpose of ideological subversion as a slow
process of active measures to change the perception of reality of every American
to such an extent that, despite their abundance of information, no one is able to
come to sensible conclusions in the interests of defending themselves, their families
their communities, or their country. It’s a great brainwashing process.

Bezmenov's 4 stages of ideological subversion:

Stage 1: Demoralization. Takes about 15-20 years to demoralize a nation.
This is the minimum number of years required to educate one
generation of students and expose them to the ideology of the enemy.
Facts no longer matter. Bezmenov said (in 1984!) this stage was already
complete, even over-fulfilled in America. 

Stage 2: Destabilization. Takes about 2-5 years to destabilize a nation.
Economy, defense systems and foreign relations are ruined amid a surge
of socialist communist legislation. All of these things are currently
manifesting in the United States and in other westernized cultures.

Stage 3: Crisis. Takes only 6 weeks to bring a nation to the verge of crisis.
A violent change of power, structure and economy will occur in this state.
Note: the death of George Floyd and the spread of Covid-19 were two
major crises used to introduction police reform and mandatory health
clearances. This is communism with American characteristics.  

Stage 4: Normalization. This stage lasts indefinitely (think of China,
Cuba, Russia, Venezuela...). After all the promises of paradise on earth
have been made and people have surrendered their rights, communism
takes full effect. The government is the landlord of all properties and the
controller of all resources, healthcare, education, business industries and
markets. Citizens are forced to become serfs on their own land. 

Ideological subversion is fully deployed in America - and it's working.
This is evidenced by society's general acceptance and a lack of outrage
over media propaganda, intrusive government legislation, domestic
terrorism (Antifa, Black Lives Matter), agitation (as we saw on Jan. 6,
2020) and a stolen election. Thus, judging by these 4 stages, one could say
America is well on its way to becoming a communist nation.



If you believe we should be forced to cover our faces and take lethal
vaccine injections; if you believe BLM exists to advocate for the rights of
black people; if you believe the 2020 election was secure and lawful; if you
trust the government and see no need to personally research these things -
you are the product of an ideological subversion campaign. Sadly, you
are brainwashed - but there's hope if you're willing to relearn American
history and recall how this nation has blessed and prospered you.

What we all need is a divine interruption. Yet, the sovereignty of God is
for us to partner with Him. We can't do God's part (salvation, miracles)
and He will not do ours (obedience, submission). Unless the Body of
Christ rises up in its authority on a national scale, America will be lost. 

The Church needs to repent on behalf of this nation. Pastors and spiritual
leaders need to loudly and boldly proclaim truth; speak out against the
immorality and rebellion in the culture. Every Christian must cease
loving their earthly life and willingly lay it down for the sake of the
gospel.

I will leave you with wise words from a prophetic teacher, speaking to a
politically apathetic Christian community: 

--Before there can be revival in the Church, there needs to be an
awakening of the harvest, which will only come through reformation in
the culture. You can't have revival without reformation. 

Why would God send hurting, dying people to those who are
disinterested in their issues? The Church knows the gospel is the
answer, but Jesus is not relevant to them. We need to be able to
demonstrate, to some degree, that we care about government, financial
markets, social issues, education, etc. 

Jesus and the apostles did not sit in the synagogue, praying and waiting
for gentiles to wander in. They engaged the culture. The Great
Commission is not to "stay and pray" but to "go and disciple" nations, to
influence every corner of our world for the Kingdom of God. --



Thank You!
Thank you for reading the September newsletter! 

 
Please share this with someone, especially those who
are heavily influenced by leftist ideology. Sound an
alarm and expose the psychological warfare that's

being propagated through every means of
communication in America and around the world.

 
Subscribe at bigviewsmallwindow.com.

Let me know your thoughts at
Tiffany@bigviewsmallwindow.com

Next Issue: October 2021
 Subscribe at Bigviewsmallwindow.com

Send thoughts, questions, prayer requests to Tiffany@bigviewsmallwindow.com

So we don’t look at the troubles we can see now; rather, we fix our gaze on things that cannot
be seen

For the things we see now will soon be gone, but the things we cannot see will last forever..
2 Corinthians 4:18

More from bigviewsmallwindow.com:
https://bigviewsmallwindow.com/us-politics/f/communist-healthcare
https://bigviewsmallwindow.com/us-politics/f/its-time-for-a-narrative-change
https://bigviewsmallwindow.com/world-politics/f/americans-are-sleeping-on-communism
https://bigviewsmallwindow.com/world-politics/f/part-i-is-there-a-god-in-china


